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What is an Inelastic Collision?

● The internal energy changes 

● Energy is not conserved

● Things stick together rather than bounce against each 
other

● Perfectly Inelastic Collision 



More on Inelastic Collisions

● Lack of conservation means that the forces between colliding objects may 
remove or add internal kinetic energy

● Work done by internal forces may change the forms of energy within a 
system
○ For inelastic collisions, the internal work may transform some internal 

kinetic energy into heat transfer
○ May convert the stored internal energy into internal kinetic energy

■ Ex) when exploding bolts separate a satellite from its launch 
vehicle



Equations

Total Kinetic Energy: ½mv2+½mv2=mv2

Conservation of Momentum: m1v1=
(m1+m2)v’    

Recoil: v’=(m1/m1+m2)v1

Energy in a collision: ½(m+M)v2





Homer Simpson wrecking ball inelastic collisions

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RKyIfnQjcJc


Example Problem

a. Find the recoil velocity of a 70.0 kg ice hockey goalie, 
originally at rest, who carries a 0.150 kg hockey puck 
slapped at him at a velocity of 35.0 m/s

b. How much kinetic energy is lost during the collision? 
Assume friction between the ice and the puck goalie 
system is negligible



Info on Problem

● The goalie catching the puck is pushed backwards
● When caught, the kinetic energy of the puck is converted into sound and 

thermal energy in the inelastic collision
● No external force on the goalie
● Conservation of momentum can be used to find the final velocity of the puck
● Once the final velocity is found, kinetic energy can be calculated before and 

after the collision



Steps to completing problem
● Conservation of momentum formula: P1 + P2= P’
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2 or m1v1+m2v2=m’
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’
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’
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● Since v’
1=v’

2=v’, The equation is simplified to m1v1=(m1+m2)v
’ Which will become 

v’=(m1/m1+m2)v1 v’=(0.150kg/(0.150kg+70.0kg)(35.0m/s)2 v’=0.0748m/s
● As a result, it is shown that the recoil velocity will be extremely small
● In the example of a perfect elastic collision, there is nearly zero recoil



Inelastic Collisions in Everyday Life

● Collisions constantly occur in sports
○ In tennis a heavier tennis racket has a larger advantage over 

a lighter one.
○ Location of contact is also important since a smooth motion 

and contact will maximize velocity and therefore distance
■ Maximizing the velocity also helps in reducing certain 

injuries such as tennis elbow
○ All sports use some type of momentum, rotational motion, 

and vibrations





Lab

● Two gliders on a hover track

● Meant to show how inelastic collisions work

● They stick together which is what happens in inelastic 
collisions



Lab- Your Turn

Find the recoil of the glider that is moving when it hits the 
other glider:

Mass of glider hitting: 189.8g

Mass of glider being hit: 189.7g

Velocity: 0.0485 cm/s



Lab Answer

Recoil is .0243 cm/s



Conceptual Questions #16

An inelastic collision is one in which the kinetic energy is 
turned into other forms of energy such as heat or sound.

A perfect inelastic collision will result in all of the kinetic 
energy being lost in other forms of energy(Ex: Temp, sound, 
etc.)



Homework Problems #31

Answers

a. -86.4N
b. 0.3888 J is lost
c. 64%



Homework Problem #34

Answers:

a. 0.0105 m/s
b. KEint=181843750J KE’int=3307.56 KEint=-181840442.4



Homework Problem # 37

Answer: 0.7043 m/s and -2.25 m/s



Homework #40

a. 1.019E-9
b. KE=5.625E14 KE=2.59E-6 KElost=-5.625E14



Homework#43

Answer:

1.067 m/s



Thanks for listening!!


